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Rampant China growth fuels expansion in the 

Barossa  

The growing might of the immense Chinese wine market has 

been helping fuel a boom in the regions that supply it, not 

least in Australia’s south. Read more  
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Novel WeChat model opens up Chinese market to Australian 

wineries  

An innovative wine distribution channel where samples are delivered in 

miniature bottles for in-home tastings in China has been providing a new 

avenue for Australian wine sales in the country. Read more  

 
 

 
Australia toasts international demand for fine wine  

Australian wine exports continue to grow in value and volume: with higher 

value wines now proving to be a particularly strong segment. Read more  
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The Chinese wine market’s ‘temporary slowdown’ won’t last for 

long  

The Chinese wine market has been showing a slowdown: thanks to shifting 

global imports, refined consumer taste and uncertain trade wars. But experts 

say it’s only temporary. Read more  

 
 

 

Aussie-China wine exports: Zero to hero in two decades  

Opportunities in the Chinese wine market remain “exciting and plentiful” with 

consumption forecast to continue to grow at 6% per annum for the next five 

years, according to Wine Australia. At this pace the country will break the 3tr 

litre barrier by 2022. Read more  

 
 

 

Australia’s wine state is now making an impression with 

premium spirits  

South Australia’s reputation for being Australia’s epicurean centre is getting a 

boost, with spirits distilling now making a name for itself in the state, in 

addition to the wineries that first brought it that distinction. Read more  
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